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Ecuador: Protection offered by the authorities to civilians (whether from Equador or Colombia) against the activities
of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) (2003-2005)
Research Directorate, Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Ottawa

For information on the activities of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in Ecuador and the
measures taken at the border by Ecuadorian authorities, consult ECU100830.F of 30 November 2005.

Limited information on the protection offered to civilians against FARC activities could be found among the
sources consulted by the Research Directorate.

Sources indicated that, following a Colombian FARC incursion in June 2005 from a camp located in Ecuador,
the Ecuadorian army has conducted ongoing surveillance of its border with Colombia (AFP 26 June 2005; Fundación
Seguridad y Democracia Sept. 2005). The authorities also increased their presence in the city of Lago Agrio and the
area surrounding the San Miguel international bridge (AFP 26 June 2005). Latin America Weekly Report noted the
presence of about 7,000 soldiers along the border (21 Mar. 2005); according to the Fundación Seguridad y
Democracia, 10,000 Ecuadorian army soldiers were patrolling the border area (Sept. 2005).

In addition, relations between the two governments are still tense, primarily because of the neutrality
declared by the Ecuadorian government, which refuses to call the FARC a terrorist organization (La Hora 2 Oct.
2005; Fundación Seguridad y Democracia Sept. 2005, 28; see also Latinamerica Press 7 Sept. 2005). This tension
has made military cooperation difficult and limited (Reuters 30 June 2005).

According to the Fundación Seguridad y Democracia, the participation of security forces in resolving internal
issues, which takes them away from their work of monitoring the borders, makes it easier for armed groups and
criminal organizations to enter Ecuador (Apr. 2005).

This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the
Research Directorate within time constraints. This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the
merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list of additional sources consulted in
researching this Information Request.
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Additional Sources Consulted

Oral sources: Attempts to contact the Ministerio de Gobierno y Policía, the Defensoría del Pueblo del Ecuador, and
a sociologist from the Andina Simón Bolívar university were unsuccessful.

Internet sites, including: Colombia Week, Country Reports 2004, Ministerio de Gobierno y Policía del Ecuador,
Resource Center of the Americas, Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA).
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